Infuriating Nancy Pelosi

Rep. Pelosi’s statement is reminiscent of what former Senate Minority Leader Harry Reid had to say about GOA members last year: “Senate Republicans continue to cower [before] the Gun Owners of America... GOA is even worse than bad.”

Striking fear into the anti-gun Left

“It’s the Gun Owners of America that keeps the Left awake clutching their comforters in fear.”
— the very liberal Daily Kos (September 6, 2017)

GOA’s Pratt Tagged as “Gun Hero”

The Truth About Guns awarded GOA Executive Director Erich Pratt with “Gun Hero of the Day” in October. This came after a fierce gun control debate with a CNN host in the aftermath of the Las Vegas shooting. Many viewers said they joined GOA after watching the debate. Other viewers said the CNN host was “dominated,” “trounced” and “destroyed” by Pratt.

Stopping the rush for gun control

GOA stood its ground and rejected all forms of gun control in the immediate aftermath of the Las Vegas shooting. Gun owners can read several articles on GOA's website showing how efforts to ban bump stocks would inevitably ban detachable magazines and various gun parts.

“It’s the G un Owner’s of America that keeps the Left awake clutching their comforters in fear.”
— the very liberal Daily Kos (September 6, 2017)

“The bipartisan call to ban or better regulate ‘bump stocks’ after [Las Vegas] is facing some resistance from gun-rights advocates [like GOA], even as the National Rifle Association opens the door to new rules.”
— Fox News, October 6, 2017
Honing Larry Pratt for no-compromise defense of 2nd Amendment

The town famous for the 1881 gun fight at the O.K. Corral (Tombstone, Arizona) declared that July 1, 2017, will be forever known as “Larry Pratt Day.” Tombstone’s proclamation recognizes Larry Pratt for “his long-time support” of the Second Amendment.